
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Top 3 Reasons to Attend Food Japan 2019 
 

We are at less than eight weeks away from Food Japan - ASEAN's largest dedicated showcase 

on Japanese food and beverage, technology and services. A 'must-attend' exhibition in the 

region for gourmet food and drink producers to connect with decision makers from the retail, 

wholesale, food service and hospitality sectors. 

 

 

 
1 Meet over 200+ suppliers to improve your products or sales range by sourcing for the highest 

quality ingredients, raw materials, processing machinery, equipment, services and finished 

products, from Japan 

 

2 Learn about the latest industry developments and trends in Japanese F&B and gain new 

market information and opportunities. Grasp the opportunity to schedule face-to-face 

meetings with exhibitors 

 

3 Access a wide variety of innovative Japanese F&B products and new-to-market brands 

through a range of displays and sampling across the show floor 

 

 

 

NEW IN 2019 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REGISTER HERE 

Patented airflow pulverizing machine for 
grinding soybeans and its Banrai soymilk 
concept has been adopted by restaurants in 
more than 27 countries, including Michelin 
star-rated ones in New York and London. 

East Japan Railway offers a selection of unique 
delicious regional foods such as the Aomori 
Cidre Sparkling Wine from all over Japan using 
the connections with local manufacturers 
cultivated in the railway business. 
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Register now for your FREE Trade pass. 

 (Pre-registration for trade visitors is free) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We look forward to welcoming you. 

Food Japan Team 

 

Organised by     Managed by       Held in           Supporting Associations 
 

 

 

Supported by 
 

 

REGISTER HERE EXHIBITOR LIST 

The black and red rice from Greenpower 
Nahohana is produced with their special 
agricultural technology and is valued highly 
for wellness properties which includes 
polyphenolic content, magnesium, vitamin 
B1 and minerals. 

Hayashiya produces food for convenience 
stores in Japan since 1964. They provide safety 
or non-anxiety food under high-quality control. 
At Food Japan, they will prepare authentic 
Japanese food for you. Hayashiya also take 
orders for OEM. 

Made in Japan automatic food processing 
machinery for all kinds of chinese and 
japanese noodles and pastry. 

Fukui Prefecture is well known as the best 
quality rice producing region in Japan.Sui 
produces high-quality sushi made from locally-
produced ingredients in Fukui, with a unique 
refrigeration technology that keeps the sushi 
rice taste unaffected after thawing. 
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Supporting Banks  
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